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Abstract

We present a variational approach to smooth molecular (proteins, nucleic acids) surface
constructions, starting from atomic coordinates, as available from the protein and nucleic-
acid data banks. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations traditionally used in understanding
protein and nucleic-acid folding processes, are based on molecular force fields, and require
smooth models of these molecular surfaces. To accelerate MD simulations, a popular method-
ology is to employ coarse grained molecular models, which represent clusters of atoms with
similar physical properties by psuedo- atoms, resulting in coarser resolution molecular sur-
faces. We consider generation of these mixed-resolution or adaptive molecular surfaces.
Our approach starts from deriving a general form second order geometric partial differential
equation in the level-set formulation, by minimizing a first order energy functional which
additionally includes a regularization term to minimize the occurrence of chemically infeasi-
ble molecular surface pockets or tunnel-like artifacts. To achieve even higher computational
efficiency, a fast cubic B-spline C2 interpolation algorithm is also utilized. A narrow band,
tri-cubic B-spline level-set method is then used to provide C2 smooth and resolution adaptive
molecular surfaces.

Key words: Variational methods; High-order level-set; Molecular surface; Geometric partial
differential equation.
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1 Introduction

(a) (b) (c)

Fig 1.1: Molecular Surfaces of Protein (PDB Id: 6PTI). (a) the van der Waals surface. (b)
shows our C2 smooth implicit B-spline molecular surface. (c) shows the tight enclosure of the
implicit B-spline molecular surface superimposed with the van der Waals surface.

Molecules such as proteins and nucleic acids gain their stable configuration in solvent, which
is predominantly water. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations generate molecular motion tra-
jectories governed by the dynamic configurations of the charged atomic entities under position-
ally dependent bonded and non-bonded forces. Molecules of interest for which the dynamics of
folding or assembly is still unknown, range from several thousands to a few million atoms. Even
in today’s age of supercomputers, computing MD remains a prohibitively time and memory
intensive computation, especially in explicit simulation models (where the solvent is expressed
as a sufficiently large set of water molecules, surrounding the primary molecule ) and to a lesser
extent in the implicit simulation model (where the solvent is treated as a continuum concen-
tration or density). Implicit MD simulations in solvent are traditionally used in understanding
protein and nucleic-acid folding processes in their nativity, and based on molecular-solvent in-
teraction force fields, require derivative continuous (smooth) models of the molecular surfaces.
To accelerate MD simulations, a popular methodology is to additionally employ coarse grained
molecular models, which represent clusters of atoms with similar physical properties by psuedo-
atoms, resulting in coarser resolution molecular surfaces. We consider generation of these mixed-
resolution or adaptive molecular surfaces.

Molecular surfaces could be represented analytically as a patch complex of spheres and tori
[14] or as a patch complex of spheres and quadratic hyperboloids [19] or as parametric B-spline or
NURBs [4, 5] or as level sets of summation of Gaussian atomic electron density functions [11, 12,
17, 22, 28] or implicit algebraic splines or A-patches [32]. Of course, linear surface meshes could
be constructed from the analytical form [1, 13, 15, 24, 27, 31]. Simplex subdivision schemes are
used to generate conforming tetrahedral meshes of the domain surrounding molecular structures
in solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation [10, 23] and subdivision coupled to geometric flow
for quality tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes in [30, 31]. Since the molecular surface also acts
as a dielectric interface for electrostatic and polarization energy and force computations (see
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[10, 21, 9]), the molecular surface should be at least C1 smooth and not too inflated or deflated.
In this paper we present a variational approach to C2 smooth molecular surface construction

starting from atomic coordinate data of biomolecules, predominantly, proteins available from
the Protein Data Bank (see Fig. 1.1). In Section 2 we select an appropriate regularization to
the variational PDE, so that the molecular surfaces (aka dielectric interfaces) are not as inflated
as the Guassian surfaces and thereby yield molecular energetics and forces that are within the
range of published experimental data. Furthermore in Section 3 by spatially and selectively
clustering atoms based on their use in coarse grained MD, we can additionally generate coarser
resolution smooth molecular surfaces and even mixed resolution or adaptive resolution molecular
surfaces (see Fig 1.2).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig 1.2: Resolution adaptive molecular surfaces of the E - Glycoprotein (PDB Id: 1OKE) of
the envelope of the Dengue virus. (a) the van der Waals surface. (b) our C2 implicit B-spline
molecular surface of 1OKE at 10 Å resolution (Residues 1-52, 133-193 and 281-296 are colored
red. Residues 53-132 and 194-280 are colored yellow. Residues 297-394 are colored blue. The
coloring method is based on [25]). (c) our C2 implicit B-spline molecular surface complexed with
a ligand (green) at 10 Å resolution. (d) (e) and (f) are a zoomed view of the boxed portions
in (a), (b) and (c) respectively (only one of the two boxes are shown in each case as they are
identical).
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2 Geometric Flow for Molecular Surface Construction

Given a non-negative function f(x) over a domain Ω ∈ R
3, we generate a molecular surface Γ

in Ω, such that the energy functional

E(Γ) =

∫

Γ
f(x)dx + λ

∫

Γ
h(x,n)dx (2.1)

is minimal, where x and n are the surface point and surface normal, respectively. h(x,n) is
another given non-negative function over R

3 × R
3 which is used for regularizing the molecu-

lar surface. Here λ ≥ 0 is a constant. From minimizing energy functional (2.1), the partial
differential equation (PDE) in the level-set form is obtained as the Euler Lagrange equation
[7]. Furthermore an evolutionary PDE equation is obtained as an iterative (time dependent)
geometric flow approximation to the PDE.

Given a molecular representation (i.e., PDB) which consists of a sequence of atoms with cen-
ters {xi}

m
i=1 and radii {ri}

m
i=1 (see Fig. 1.1(a)), we construct molecular surfaces which minimize

the general energy functional (2.1). In [8], we select f(x) = g(x)2 and h(x,n) = 1 with

g(x) = 1 −

m
∑

i=1

e−Ci(‖x−xi‖2−r̃2

i ), r̃i = ri + rb,

where rb is the probe radius, which usually is 1.4 Å (the radius of water). The constant Ci > 0,
which is also called the Gaussian decay rate, is determined so that g(x) = 0 is an approximation
of the solvent accessible surface within a given tolerance ε. We choose Ci as ln 2

εr̃i
. The second term

of (2.1) is used to regularize the constructed surface, where λ is a small number. In the examples
provided in the following, we choose λ as 0.01. To further eliminate depression and smooth
out high curavtures, we select function h(x,n) = ‖∇g(x)‖2 in this paper and demonstrate its
efficiency by comparing it to a number of prior analytic surfaces [6, 31]. Minimizing energy
functional (2.1) for this choice of h(x,n) yields the following Euler-Lagrange equation

(g2 + λ‖∇g‖2)div

(

∇φ

‖∇φ‖

)

+
2g(∇g)T∇φ + λ[∇(‖∇g‖2)]T∇φ

‖∇φ‖
= 0.

Thus the corresponding level-set formulation of the evolution equation (see [29] for derivation
details or [20]) is

∂φ

∂t
= (g2 + λ‖∇g‖2)div

(

∇φ

‖∇φ‖

)

‖∇φ‖ + 2g(∇g)T∇φ + λ[∇(‖∇g‖2)]T∇φ (2.2)

= H(φ) + L(∇φ),

where

H(φ) = (g2 + λ‖∇g‖2)div

(

∇φ

‖∇φ‖

)

‖∇φ‖, L(∇φ) = 2g(∇g)T∇φ + λ[∇(‖∇g‖2)]T∇φ.
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This evolution equation is solved by our higher-order level set methods [8]. The first order term
L(∇φ) is computed using an upwind scheme over a finer grid, and the higher order term H(φ) is
computed using a spline presentation defined on a coarser grid. If φ is a signed distance function
and a steady solution of equation (2.2), then the iso-surface φ = −rb is an approximation of
molecular surface (see Fig. 1.1(b)).

We suppose that equation (2.2) is solved in a bounding box domain Ω which is uniformly
partitioned with vertices G0 = {xijk}

n
ijk=0. Let Gl be the set of vertices of the grid which is

generated by binary subdivision G0 uniformly l times. Let φ be a piecewise trilinear level set
function defined on a grid Gl, with l = 0 or 1 or 2, and Φ be the cubic spline approximation of φ
over grid G0. Without loss of generality, we take l = 1 for simplicity. Thus the main algorithm
in [7] can be repeated as follows.

Algorithm 1. Smooth molecular surface construction

1. Compute g(x) over the grid Gl.

2. Compute an initial φ (= φ0) by taking φ(x) = g(x) and then update it using a reinitial-
ization step, such that ‖∇φ‖ = 1. Let Γ0 be the initial closed level set surface of φ0 with
interior D ⊂ R

3.

3. Update φ by solving equation (2.2) for one time step using a finite difference method.

4. Reinitialize φ, convert φ to Φ, and then return to the previous step if the stopping criterion
is not satisfied.

5. Generate a level set surface {x : Φ(x) = −rb}, which is the required approximation of the
smooth molecular surface.

In the following subsections, we summarize the main issues in the implementation of the above
algorithm.

2.1 Level set evolution

Equation (2.2) is solved in a thin shell of the moving surface to accelerate computation and reduce
errors. We first initialize φ0 to be the signed distance function of Γ0, if necessary, reinitialization
step can be done first (see subsection 2.3). Then we define a thin shell around Γ0 by

N0 = {x ∈ Gl : |φ0(x)| < H},

where H is the thickness of the shell should be evaluated first. To prevent numerical oscillations
at the boundary of the thin shell, we should introduce a cut-off function c(x) in (2.2) as

{

∂φ
∂t

= c(φ)[H(φ) + L(∇φ)],
φ(x, 0) = φ0(x),

(2.3)
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on N0 for one time step and get φ1(x). The time step is chosen such that the interface moves
less than one grid size ∆x. At each grid point xijk in the thin shell N0, compute v0(xijk) =
c(φ0(xijk))[H(Φ0(xijk)) + L(∇φ0(xijk)]. Let

τ = min
{

∆x,∆x/ max
xijk∈N0

|v0(xijk)|
}

.

Then update φ0 by the explicit Euler scheme

φ1(xijk) = φ0(xijk) + τv0(xijk), xijk ∈ N0.

Since φ1 is no longer a signed distance function, a reinitialization step is required to get a new
φ1 and a new thin shell N1. The process from φ0 to φ1 described above is repeated to get a
sequence {φm}m≥0 of φ, and a sequence of thin shells {Nm}m≥0, until the following termination
conditions

max
xijk∈Nm

|vm(xijk)| < ǫ and m < M

are satisfied. We choose ǫ = 0.001. M is a given upper bound of the iteration number, we choose
M = n, where n3 is the number of grid points in Gl.

2.2 The construction of an initial surface Γ
0

The construction of an initial surface is pivotal to the level-set methods. If the initial surface is
near to the final minimal surface, a few evolution steps are enough. In our variational molecular
surface construction, we use g(x) = 0 as an initial surface Γ0. To further speed the computation,
we use a local fast computation of the Gaussian function e−C[‖x−xi‖

2−r̃2

i ] in g(x) around xi. For
details on fast Gaussian summation, refer to [6, 9].

2.3 Adaptive reinitialization

In general, it is impossible to prevent the evolving level set function φ(x) from deviating away
from a signed distance function. Flat or steep regions could develop around the interface, making
further computation and level set determination highly inaccurate. Hence a reinitialization step
to reset the level set function φ to be a signed distance function is usually necessary. This problem
has been carefully studied in [26]. The main idea is to solve a Hamilton-Jacobi equation. We
omit the details here and refer the reader to [7].

3 Illustrative Examples

In this section, we provide implementation details of several applications of the methods. Our
variational molecular surface algorithm has been implemented in our molecular visualization
software package TexMol [2]. We now present illustrative examples of variational molecular
surfaces, such as multiresolution molecular models and hierarchical macromolecular structure
surfaces. Quantitative comparative surface analysis with Gaussian and adaptive grid molecular
surfaces methods are also described.
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(a) (b)

Fig 3.1: Adaptive Resolution C2 Smooth Implicit B-spline Molecular Surfaces. (a) yellow legs
and green antenna at about 5 Å resolution, and the blue body at about 10 Å resolution of 1HZH
(PDB Id). (b) adaptive resolution with legs and antenna at about 10 Å resolution, and the body
at about 5 Å resolution.

3.1 Adaptive resolutions of molecular surface models

To capture molecular features, such as pockets and tunnels, one can model molecular surfaces
with varying and adaptive resolution. Our variational molecular surface method provides an
approach to achieve this. Since the initial surface is an approximation surface, one can select
a spatially adaptive decay rate C to capture the initial surface at adaptive resolution. In Fig.
1.2, we show such an example of a ligand-binding pocket in the dengue virus (DV) envelope (E)
Glycoprotein. Fig. 3.1 shows another example, where different portions of the molecular surface
of a monomer of the intact human Immunoglobulin B12 (PDB Id 1HZH) are shown at different
resolutions.

3.2 Hierarchical molecular surface segmentation of large macro-molecular

complexes

Large biomolecular complexes, such as ribosomes and viruses are assemblies of multiple pro-
teins and nucleic acids and dozens to thousands of structural/functional biomolecular subunits.
Hierarchical molecular surface segmentation with distinguishable coloring is extremely useful
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig 3.2: Hierarchical C2-Smooth Implicit B-Spline Molecular Surface Models of the Envelope
of the Dengue Virus Figure. (a) Two chains of the monomeric envelope glycoprotein. (b) 1
three-fold envelope and the van der Waal of the other part of the envelope. (PDB Id: 1K4R) (c)
1 five-fold envelope and the van der Waal of the remain part of the envelope. (PDB Id: 1K4R).
(d) the smooth implicit B-Spline molecular surface of two chains of the monomeric envelope
glycoprotein colored using [25]. (e) similar to (b) using the coloring of (d). (f) similar to (b)
using the coloring of (d).
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in achieving better understanding of the structural organization of such assemblies. Here we
present one example of a hierarchical structure organization of the molecular surface of the
icosahedral envelope of the Dengue Virus in Fig. 3.2. Where figure (a) is the molecular surface
of two chains. Figure (b) is a molecular surface of a three-fold part of the envelope with the
other parts as van der Waals surfaces. Figure (c) is a molecular surface of a five-fold part of
the envelope with the other parts as van der Waals surfaces. In figure (d), molecular surfaces of
different residues groups are colored differently. The other two figures are similar to (b) and (c)
separately.

3.3 Comparative examples

In this subsection, we compare our C2 smooth B-spline molecular surface with molecular surfaces
generated by level sets of Gaussian functions [31] and molecular surfaces generated by adaptive
grid methods [6]. We also compare the difference between different regularization terms in the
generation of variational molecular surfaces, in particular with respect to [7, 8].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig 3.3: Comparison of Three Different Molecular Surface Models (PDB Id: 1FSS). (a) the
Gaussian molecular surface. (b) molecular surface by the adaptive grid method with the dif-
ference between this surface and the surface of (a), displayed as a color mapped function on
surface. (c) our C2 molecular surface and the difference between this surface and the surface of
(a), again displayed as color mapped function on surface. (d) is the color bar of the difference.

Fig. 3.3 shows this comparison for Acetylcholinesterase complexed with Fasciculin-II, having
1FSS as its PDB Id. The molecular surface using Gaussian functions is defined by {x ∈ R

3 :

g(x) = 1}, where g(x) =
∑n

i=1 e
− d

r2
i

[‖x−xi‖
2−(ri)

2]
. In figure (a), we show Gaussian molecular

surface. Figures (b) and (c) show the results of the adaptive grid method and our variational
method. The differences between the Gaussian molecular surface with the surfaces generated
by the adaptive grid method and our variational method are also respectively plotted as color
mapped functions on the Gaussian surfaces. For two surfaces S1, S2, we calculated the difference
by the following simple method

Diff(x, S2) = min{dist(x,y),y ∈ S2},x ∈ S1,
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where dist(x,y) is the Euclidean distance of two points. Then we displayed the difference by
a color mapped function defined on the initial surface S1. In this example, we select Gaussian
surface as S2 and adaptive grid surface and our variational surface as S1. In Fig. 3.4, an
illustrative example is given for the Aspartate Carbamoyltransferase (PDB Id 4AT1). We show
our molecular surface in figure (a). Similar to the above example, we depict in figure (b)
the difference between our variational molecular surface and the Gaussian surface, S2 is the
molecular surface produced by our variational method. Similarly in figure (c), we show the
difference between the adaptive grid molecular surface with our molecular surface. From these
figures, we can see that the variational molecular surface is different from the Gaussian and
adaptive grid surface.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig 3.4: Comparison of Three Different Molecular Surface Models of the Aspartate Carbamoyl-
transferase (PDB Id: 4AT1). (a) our B-spline molecular surface. (b) Gaussian molecular surface
with difference with (a) shown a color mapped function on surface. (c) molecular surface using
an adaptive grid with grid resolution 1283 and with difference with (a) shown as a color mapped
function on surface. (d) is the color bar.

To better quantitate this difference, in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, we compare the results of
area and volume computation using our variational method, and that of Gaussian, of adaptive
grid molecular surfaces. The results of Gaussian molecular surfaces and adaptive grid molecular
surfaces are implemented in TexMol. Since the surfaces produced by Gaussian functions often
yield artifacts such as narrow depressions or tunnels and furthermore are quite inflated [3] (see
Fig. 3.3 and 3.4), the surface area is enlarged and the enclosed volume is smaller. The result
shows that our method gives larger volumes to Gaussian molecular surfaces but much smaller
surfaces areas. They are also free from the topological surface artifacts. Comparing results with
the adaptive grid method, we find that both the surface areas and volumes of our method are
larger.

3.4 On comparison between different regularization terms

In this paper, we use another regularization term to decrease unwanted surface depression or
narrow tunnel artifacts on the molecular surface. Compared with the regularization term we
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Molecule PDB Id A1 A2 A3

Acetylcholinesterase Fasciculin 1FSS 25638.6 20233.6 20335.6

Fas.2 Mouse Acetylcholinesterase Complex 1MAH 16920.2 17061.0 17121.8

Glutamine Synthetase 2GLS 262196.6 172746.3 158346.8

Aspartate Carbamoyltransferase 4AT1 45059.5 32608.0 32300.5

HIV Capsid C 1A8O 11294.4 7015.9 6334.3

GroEL-GroES Complex 1AON 404391.4 283704.5 204322.9

Quinoprotein Methylamine Dehydrogenase 2BBK 63868.9 25349.6 21396.8

Scapharca Inaequivalvis 2Z8A 22827.4 11228.7 9997.8

Table 3.1: Surface area of different proteins computed using three different methods. A1 is
computed for Gaussian molecular surface. A2 is computed for adaptive grid molecular surface.
A3 is computed for the molecular surface using our methods.

Molecule PDB Id V1 V2 V3

Acetylcholinesterase Fasciculin 1FSS 94653.5 78017.2 84453.0

Fas.2 Mouse Acetylcholinesterase Complex 1MAH 116586.9 113528.9 119776.8

Glutamine Synthetase 2GLS 48724.5 46250.6 42617.0

Aspartate Carbamoyltransferase 4AT1 96081.7 90061.6 97158.3

HIV Capsid C 1A8O 22997.3 21801.2 24718.3

GroEL-GroES Complex 1AON 43316.1 38817.6 30928.9

Quinoprotein Methylamine Dehydrogenase 2BBK 130205.1 133399.8 144046.2

Scapharca Inaequivalvis 2Z8A 44518.0 45002.0 50330.7

Table 3.2: Molecular volume of different proteins computed using three different methods. V1
is computed via Gaussian molecular surface. V2 is computed for adaptive grid method surface.
V3 is computed for the molecular surface using our methods.

used in [8], while no obvious visual differences can be observed, we show example of the molecular
surfaces with our different regularization term in Fig. 3.5. Figures (a) and (d) are the variational
molecular surface enclosing the van der Waals surface. Figures (b) and (e) are the mean curvature
and Gaussian curvature plots of the functional with area as regularization term. Figures (c)
and (f) are the mean curvature and Gaussian curvature plots of the functional with the new
regularization term used in this paper.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a general variational framework using tricubic B-spline level-set methods
for C2 smooth molecular surfaces. Of course, the same technique can yield surfaces of higher
continuity, if so desired by the application. We additionally compared our molecular surfaces
with molecular surfaces obtained by taking a level set of Gaussian functions, and note that our
new variational method yields much more smoother and tighter molecular surfaces, (relevant for
more accurate electrostatic potentials and energetics calculations when the molecular surfaces
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig 3.5: Feature Preserving Adaptive Resolution Molecular Surfaces of the Nicotonic Acetyl-
Choline Receptor Protein 2BG9. (a) (d) our molecular surface enclosing the the van der Waals
surface. (b) and (c) are the mean curvature plots of the variational molecular surface generated
by the minimal area regularization and the gradient magnitude squares regularization functional.
(e) and (f) are the respective Gaussian curvature plots.

are used as dielectric interfaces), relative to several prior popular molecular surface generation
techniques. Compared with adaptive grid molecular surface, our results have more appropriate
surface area and molecular volume. Our variational molecular surface method can additionally
be used to produce multiresolution molecular models and hierarchical interfaces of large molec-
ular complexes. Although we experienced with a new regularization, the results obtained were
not substantially different. Thus a good regularization function is an area of further research
[18].
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